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Biomass Burning Records in Northern High Latitude Ice Cores

By

Mackenzie Marie Grieman

Doctor of Philosophy in Earth System Science

University of California, Irvine, 2016

Professor Eric S. Saltzman, Chair

Biomass burning plays a major role in climate variability, atmospheric chemistry, carbon cycling, and atmospheric dynamics. In order to understand the drivers of biomass burning and how fire activity will change in the future, it is necessary to investigate how it has varied in the past. Proxy records are needed for understanding the forcing and feedbacks related to fire that are required for developing algorithms for biomass burning in Earth System models. Progress in this field has been limited due to a lack of well-dated proxy records documenting regional variability in burning on millennial and centennial time scales.

In this dissertation, new ice core proxies are utilized to examine past trends in biomass burning. These proxies are organic chemicals (vanillic and p-hydroxybenzoic acids) produced by the incomplete combustion of lignin and commonly found in biomass burning aerosols. New analytical techniques utilizing high performance liquid chromatography, ion chromatography, and mass spectrometry were developed to measure ultra-trace levels of these compounds in polar ice cores. The abundance of these chemicals was measured in Arctic ice cores from Siberia, Greenland, and Svalbard.

The 3,000-year Siberian record shows strong multi-centennial variability in burning with a signal to noise ratio unprecedented in previous proxy burning records. This Siberian ice-core record shows that extended periods of elevated wildfire emissions in Siberia occurred
simultaneously with changes in the strength of the Asian Monsoon and the episodic pulsing of ice-rafted debris in the North Atlantic Ocean known as the Bond Events. This is the first clear observational evidence linking wildfire activity to large-scale climate change on millennial timescales.

The 1,700-year Greenland and 750-year Svalbard records exhibit levels of these organic compounds that are considerably lower than those in Siberia, likely reflecting greater distance from the source regions. The variability of the two cores is similar, but quite different from the Siberian record. These differences suggest that the Siberian ice core records regional trends in fire, rather than an average across the high latitude northern hemisphere.

This study represents the first millennial scale ice core records of these organic aerosol tracers. The results show significant spatial and temporal variability that should add significantly to our understanding of the relationship between biomass burning and climate change. Further work will be needed to understand fully these signals and to use such information to compare these biomass burning signals to Earth system models.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Includes excerpts from:

1.1 Overview

Biomass burning is a major influence on atmospheric chemistry, the global carbon cycle, and climate. Fire influences climate by changing the albedo of the land surface and releasing greenhouse gases and aerosols (*Randerson et al.*, 2006). The IPCC has reported that extreme fire event risk will increase in the future due to global climate change. However, the drivers, effects, and climate feedbacks related to fire are still poorly understood and biomass burning is not well represented in climate models (*Solomon et al.*, 2007). One of the factors limiting the development of such models is a lack of historical reconstructions of variability in biomass burning on long time scales and over large geographic regions. Such records are needed in order to relate burning to large scale climate variability.

The existing data on historical rates and patterns of biomass burning are limited. The two most commonly used tools to investigate burning rates are fire scars on tree rings and
charcoal in lake sediments. These proxies record local, rather than regional, conditions and typically exhibit a high degree of spatial variability. Fire scar records only span the past few centuries. Sedimentary charcoal records extend over millennial time scales, but have limited time resolution and age control. Ice cores have the potential to provide biomass burning signals on millennial time scales that are regional in nature and well-dated. Inorganic ions have been used as burning proxies in ice cores with some success (Whitlow et al., 1994; Gambaro et al., 2008; McConnell et al., 2007; Eichler et al., 2011). However, such compounds have multiple sources and may reflect processes other than biomass burning.

This study takes a new approach to examine past biomass burning by exploring the abundance of aromatic organic acids in polar ice cores. These chemicals are uniquely produced by the combustion of biomass by the pyrolysis of lignin. The first goal of this study was to determine if these chemicals were present in ice core samples and preserved over long periods of time. The second goal was to compare the variability of these compounds to that from other biomass burning tracers. Finally, the new ice core records will be examined in terms of past changes in climate to assess the impact of climate change on biomass burning on centennial and millennial time scales. If successful, this approach has the potential to produce well-dated, high resolution regional burning records that could help to understand the long-term drivers of fire and improve parameterization of fire in climate models.

1.2 Approach

The overall goal of this study was to assess the value of organic tracers in ice cores as proxy records of biomass burning. There were three specific goals: 1) to determine if organic tracers are present in Arctic ice cores, 2) if they are present, to evaluate whether the levels of the tracers are preserved over time, and 3) if they are preserved, then to investigate the relationship between climate and burning. In this study, new analytical methods were developed
for measuring organic acids in ice cores employing liquid chromatography with electrospray ionization and mass spectrometric detection (HPLC/ESI/MS/MS and IC/ESI/MS/MS). The development of new methods was aimed at greatly reducing the sample size, sample handling, and time required for analysis. This is important as developing ice core records requires the analysis of large numbers of samples. The methods developed in this study would also improve analysis of these compounds in natural waters and aerosols. The new analytical methods were developed using laboratory standards and Arctic ice core samples.

The Akademii Nauk ice core from northern Siberia, the Tunu ice core from northeastern Greenland, and the Lomonosovfonna ice core from Svalbard were analyzed in this study. Northern Siberia contains two-thirds of the world’s boreal forests (Eichler et al., 2011) and is an ideal location to examine biomass burning products from woody vegetation. The Svalbard and Greenland ice cores were analyzed to determine if the signals observed in the Siberian ice core were regional in nature or characteristic of the whole Arctic. The results from these ice cores are compared to sedimentary charcoal records and other climate proxies to determine if there is a systematic relationship between burning and climate.

1.3 Background

1.3.1 The significance of fire in the earth system

Fire emits carbon-containing chemical species, including carbon dioxide (CO₂), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH₄), and particulate matter (black carbon). Biomass burning currently emits about 1/3 as much carbon as is produced from fossil fuel combustion. Fire also releases about 40% of the black carbon emissions (Hessl, 2011). CO and CH₄ react with hydroxyl radicals (OH) to reduce the oxidative efficiency of the troposphere (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990). CO₂, CH₄, and particulate matter cause changes in climate. On a regional
scale, black carbon heats the troposphere and hinders vertical convection, which inhibits rain-cloud formation and precipitation. Biomass burning also changes the albedo of the land surface. For instance, a forested area that has been cleared by fire and replaced with pasture is more reflective (Bowman et al., 2009).

Each ecosystem is adapted to a specific fire regime. Fire regimes are defined by fuel type, temporal characteristics, spatial range, and impacts (Bowman et al., 2009). Knowledge about fire regimes is important for understanding carbon cycling and ecological change. Net carbon exchange through an ecosystem depends on a balance between net primary production and heterotrophic respiration. This balance can be shifted if there is a change in net primary production or respiration (Gower et al., 2001).

Fire is a major disturbance of net primary production in boreal forest ecosystems (Gower et al., 2001). Boreal forest fires are characterized as surface, crown, and ground fires based on their intensity (Stocks et al., 2001; Ryan, 2002). Most large trees survive surface fires. Stand-replacing crown fires are high intensity fires and result in loss of vegetation (Stocks et al., 2001). These fires alter the balance between carbon emissions and net primary production for several decades because it can take over 100 years of regrowth for carbon stocks to return to pre-fire levels in the region affected (Kasischke et al., 1995).

Arctic tundra fires have the potential to release large amounts of carbon into the atmosphere because Arctic tundra contains pools of soil carbon that have accumulated over millennia. The impact of fire on carbon storage in Arctic tundra is not well-known because Arctic tundra fires are rare (Mack et al., 2011). For instance, lake sediment cores show no evidence of fire in the Anaktuvuk River region in Alaska in the last 5,000 years (Mack et al., 2011). Fires in tundra ecosystems are a growing concern due to Arctic warming. Under warmer or drier climate conditions, tundra can burn more frequently. A fire occurred in the Anaktuvuk region for the first time in 5,000 years in 2007 (Mack et al., 2011). Northcentral Alaska burned every 144 years on average from 14,000-10,000 years ago likely due to drier conditions.
Over longer time scales, the locations of boreal forests and tundra can shift location due to climatological changes that trigger changes in fire frequency. These vegetation changes alter the balance between atmospheric carbon and terrestrial carbon stocks for a longer period of time (Kasischke et al., 1995). For instance, pollen records show that ecosystems can shift in a particular location within a millennium (Eichler et al., 2011). Determining how fire regimes and ecosystems have changed over longer timescales is important for accounting for changes in carbon storage as the climate changes in the future.

1.3.2 Biomass burning proxies: types, limitations, and major results

Proxy-based records are used to reconstruct past biomass burning. Biomass burning proxies include fire scars on trees rings, charcoal accumulation in lake sediments, and gases and aerosols in ice cores (Figure 1.1). These proxies each have their own strengths and limitations, and reflect burning on a wide range of spatial/temporal scales. Dating uncertainties, emissions from sources other than biomass burning, atmospheric reactivity, transport processes, and post-depositional processes limit the interpretation of biomass burning proxies.

Charcoal particle accumulation in lake sediments is the most commonly used paleofire proxy. Charcoal records are local, representing fires on watershed scales. Compilations of lake charcoal records have been used to produce regional, hemispheric, and global biomass burning records (Power et al., 2008). One of the major findings from these composite records is that burning declined globally 1-1750 CE (Marlon et al., 2008). This decline is likely related to gradual cooling in the Northern Hemisphere in the Late Holocene (Marlon et al., 2008). The value of charcoal as a proxy is limited by the small spatial scale of the source region, the limited coverage of records for many regions, and uncertainty in the dating. Dating control
Figure 1.1: Spatial and temporal scales of biomass burning proxies. Adapted from Kehrwald et al. (2013).

of these charcoal records is typically obtained from interpolation between a relatively few $^{14}$C dates (Power et al., 2008).

Biomass burning emissions histories have been inferred from variations in the stable isotopic composition of ice core methane (Ferretti et al., 2005; Sapart et al., 2012). Methane is emitted from agricultural, geologic, microbial, and biomass burning sources. The contribution from burning is obtained by assigning end-member isotopic compositions to the various sources. A strength of this approach is that methane isotope records integrate global biomass burning signals because methane has an atmospheric lifetime of about ten years. Late Holocene methane isotopic records show that burning was high globally from 1-1000 CE, declined from 1000-1700 CE, and increased again after 1700 CE (Ferretti et al., 2005; Mischler et al., 2009). Cooler and wetter conditions likely drove the decline in burning from 1000-1500 CE (Ferretti et al., 2005).

Aerosol-borne chemicals preserved in ice cores are also used as biomass burning proxies. Aerosol tracers in ice cores represent biomass burning over large regions, can be sampled at high temporal resolution, and provide evidence of fires at high latitudes and altitudes,
where lake sediments are scarce (Kehrwald et al., 2010). Past fire events have been detected in Greenland ice from enrichment of ammonium, formate and oxalate, and the transport of these chemicals to Summit, Greenland in biomass burning plumes has been documented (Fuhrer et al., 1996; Legrand et al., 1992; Dibb et al.; Jaffrezo et al., 1998; Savarino and Legrand, 1998). Ammonium in Greenland ice cores indicates that burning increased in North America for 1-2 century-long periods over the past millennium (Savarino and Legrand, 1998; Whitlow et al., 1994; Laj et al., 1992; Rubino et al., 2015). The interpretation of inorganic ion levels in ice cores as biomass burning signals is challenging because inorganic ions have sources other than biomass burning. Ammonium emissions sources into the atmosphere include animal excreta, synthetic fertilizers, the ocean, biomass burning, crops, natural vegetation soils, industrial processes, fossil fuels, and other anthropogenic sources (Bouwman et al., 1997). Attribution of these chemicals to burning requires detection of increased levels over some natural, and often variable, baseline.

A new ice core burning proxy is levoglucosan, an aerosol-borne anhydrous sugar exclusively produced by burning of cellulose. Levoglucosan is generated from combustion of all types of cellulose-containing plant matter, and is therefore not specific to a particular plant type or ecosystem (Simoneit et al., 1999). Levoglucosan has been detected in aerosols over Summit, Greenland, and in Eastern Siberian, Greenland, and Antarctic ice (Kehrwald et al., 2012; Gambaro et al., 2008; Kawamura et al., 2012; Zennaro et al., 2014). Levoglucosan levels in an ice core from Greenland peaked between 1500-1700 CE (Zennaro et al., 2014). There has been some debate in the literature about the atmospheric reactivity of levoglucosan, and its suitability as a quantitative tracer for aerosol source apportionment (Hoffmann et al., 2010; Hennigan et al., 2010; Slade and Knopf, 2013). Levoglucosan is a promising tracer because it comprises a major fraction of the carbonaceous mass of biomass burning aerosols. However, it is also highly challenging to measure due to its low levels in polar ice cores.
1.3.3 Organic acids as vegetation-specific records

Laboratory and field studies have shown that fine particulates emitted from wood smoke are comprised of a wide range of aromatic compounds. The chemistry of these biomass burning aerosols is related to the structure of the precursor lignin material combusted (Simoneit, 2002). These lignin-derived methoxylated phenols, aldehydes, and acids have been used as tracers for the contribution of biomass burning to ambient aerosols on a local or regional basis (Nolte et al., 2001). Such compounds are incorporated into polar ice cores and may contain information about climate-related variability in biomass burning and about the type of plant material combusted.

Lignin is a group of aromatic polymers that make cell walls of biomass rigid, impermeable, and protected from microbial decay. Lignin is derived from the hydroxyl-cinnamyl alcohols (i.e. monolignols): coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol, and smaller amounts of p-coumaryl alcohol. When these aromatic building blocks are incorporated into the lignin structure, they are characterized as guaiacyl (from coniferyl alcohol), syringyl (from sinapyl alcohol), and p-hydroxylphenyl (from p-coumaryl alcohol) units. The structures of these units only differ by the number of methoxy groups (-OCH$_3$) substituted on their benzene rings: 0 (p-hydroxylphenyl units), 1 (guaiacyl units), or 2 (syringyl units) groups (Figure 1.2). Gymnosperm (softwood) lignin is composed of guaiacyl units and smaller amounts of p-hydroxylphenyl units. Angiosperm (hardwood) lignin is made of guaiacyl and syringyl units (Vanholme et al., 2010). Grass lignin contains small amounts of all three types of lignin units (Simoneit, 2002).

When lignin is oxidized, vanillyl (V), syringyl (S), cinnamyl (C) (p-coumaric and ferulic acids), and p-hydroxy (P) phenols are produced. The relative abundances of these products can indicate the type of vascular plant burned because the different types of lignin units produce these types of phenols. Vanillyl and p-hydroxy phenols are produced by the oxidation
of both angiosperms and gymnosperms. Gymnosperms produce more vanillyl phenols than $p$-hydroxyl phenols ($P/V < 1$). Angiosperms produce about the same amounts of vanillyl and $p$-hydroxyl phenols ($P/V \approx 1$) (Hedges and Parker, 1976). When gymnosperms are oxidized, syringyl-type phenols are not produced ($S/V = 0$) (Hedges and Mann, 1979; Oros and Simoneit, 2001a). Angiosperms produce more syringyl phenols than vanillyl and $p$-hydroxyl phenols ($S/V > 1$, $S/P > 1$) (Hedges and Mann, 1979; Hedges and Parker, 1976; Opsahl and Benner, 1995; Oros and Simoneit, 2001b). Cinnamyl phenols are produced by the oxidation of nonwoody gymnosperm and angiosperm tissues. Therefore, cinnamyl and vanillyl phenols are present when both angiosperms and gymnosperms are oxidized, but vanillyl phenols are
produced in greater quantities (C/V < 1) (Hedges and Mann, 1979).

To date there have been few measurements of such compounds in polar ice cores. McConnell et al. (2007) measured vanillic acid in ice cores from west central Greenland for 1788-2000 CE. Kawamura et al. (2012) measured vanillic acid, dehydroabietic acid, and p-hydroxybenzoic acid in an ice core from eastern Siberia for the past 300 years. The vanillic, p-hydroxybenzoic, and dehydroabietic acid records are all elevated from 1950-2000 CE (Kawamura et al., 2012). In this study, vanillic acid and p-hydroxybenzoic acid acid were measured. These compounds were chosen to try to identify the type of plant material burned because each acid is likely a product of a different lignin unit (Table 1.1).

**Table 1.1:** Lignin precursors, units, oxidation products, and likely plant source material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of methoxy groups</th>
<th>lignin precursor</th>
<th>lignin unit</th>
<th>phenol product</th>
<th>likely plant material</th>
<th>analyte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>p-coumaryl alcohol</td>
<td>p-hydroxyl-</td>
<td>p-hydroxy</td>
<td>gymnosperms (minor amounts), angiosperms,</td>
<td>p-hydroxybenzoic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>phenyl</td>
<td></td>
<td>grasses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>coniferyl alcohol</td>
<td>guaiacyl</td>
<td>vanilly</td>
<td>gymnosperms, angiosperms, grasses</td>
<td>vanillic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sinapyl alcohol</td>
<td>syringyl</td>
<td>syringyl</td>
<td>angiosperms, grasses</td>
<td>syringic acid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.4 Transport

Aerosol transport into the Arctic from lower latitudes is weaker in the summer than in the winter. The atmosphere is dry and thermally stable in the Arctic in the winter. The dry, stable atmosphere leads to reduced wet deposition and long aerosol lifetimes. In the summer, the atmosphere is less stratified at lower altitudes because inversions at the surface are weaker
Biomass burning occurs in the summer when removal mechanisms (i.e., wet and dry deposition) are more efficient. However, the high number of particles produced by biomass burning suppresses local wet deposition. Particles from biomass burning can therefore reach the Arctic in the summer (Stohl, 2006).

FLEXPART model trajectories suggest that the strongest biomass burning aerosol signal in the summer is transported to the Arctic from Siberia (Figure 1.3; 48°-66°N, 60°-140°E). The FLEXPART model is a Lagrangian transport and dispersion model that is used to simulate long-range atmospheric transport. Twenty-five percent of FLEXPART modeled trajectories from Siberia reached the Arctic in 3 days, and 50% of trajectories reached the Arctic in 10 days. Russian fires in 2003 contributed 40-56% of the mass of BC deposited in the spring and summer above 75°N (Generoso et al., 2007). Lidar data from the Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS) mission indicate that biomass burning plumes from Russian forest fires in 2008 contributed to aerosol loadings over the North American Arctic (Matsui et al., 2011; Warneke et al., 2010).

The second strongest sources of biomass burning aerosol to the Arctic are western Canada and Alaska, requiring 10 days for transport using the FLEXPART model (Stohl, 2006). Biomass burning aerosols also increased in Barrow (Alaska), Alert (Canada), Summit (Greenland), and Zeppelin/Ny Alesund on Spitsbergen (Svalbard) as a result of fires in Alaska and Canada in 2004 (Stohl et al., 2006). Biomass burning at lower latitudes strongly influences black carbon levels in the Arctic.

1.4.1 Representation of fire in climate models

Wildfire extent and frequency is related to both climate and vegetation. Simulating fire on long time scales requires fully coupled process models that include both climate and ecosystems, as well as fire dynamics and emissions (Thonicke et al., 2010). General circulation
Figure 1.3: Potential source contributions of aerosols that remain in the Arctic (>70°N) for at least 5 days from boreal forest fires with transport times of 3 days (top) and 30 days (middle). Particles with transport time of 30 days reaching altitudes below 1000 m in the Arctic (bottom). The FLEXPART model was run for the years 1999-2005. Figure from Stohl (2006).
models (GCMs) have been used to simulate global fire frequency based on climatic factors for the past, present, and future (Hessl, 2011; Brown et al., 2004; Pechony and Shindell, 2010). Process-based fire regime models coupled to vegetation models have been used to simulate regional fire frequency (Thonicke et al., 2010). To date, most fire modeling has been carried out in an uncoupled mode, using climate models to simulate air temperature, precipitation, humidity, wind speed and direction, cloudiness, sea level pressure, and sea surface temperature (Dai et al., 2004). These climatic factors are used to project future fire frequency under various carbon dioxide emissions scenarios (Hessl, 2011; Brown et al., 2004). Under a scenario with doubling carbon dioxide emissions, fire season length, fire intensity, and burned area are all projected to increase in the Western United States, the Mediterranean, Canada, and Russia (Hessl, 2011).

Thonicke et al. (2010) coupled the Spread and Intensity of Fire (SPITFIRE) process-based fire regime model to a Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (DGVM) to determine regional fire regime changes. DGVMs determine global vegetation distribution by simulating growth and competition between plant functional types. The SPITFIRE model uses outputs of percentages of plant functional types from the DGVM to estimate different fuel classes. SPITFIRE model estimates of the global distribution of fire were used to explain regional MODIS satellite fire observations for the late 20th century (Thonicke et al., 2010).

Pechony and Shindell (2010) modeled global fire trends over the past 1,000 years using the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) GCM to simulate past climatic change and a History Database of the Global Environment (HYDE) dataset of land use and population change to simulate human impact. This study is one of the only fire modeling studies simulating fire over the past 1,000 years. They used their model to explain the Marlon et al. (2008) charcoal history of burning (Figure 1.4). Pechony and Shindell (2010) conclude that global burning trends can be explained by climatic change prior to industrialization. Coupling this GCM method to a vegetation model could improve predictions of biomass
burning trends regionally. A coupled model could be used to explain fire trends in proxy records, which would improve predictions of fire frequency into the future.

Figure 1.4: Relationship between global fire activity and climate. (A) Modeled fire activity with (red) and without human influence (gray), ice core methane history (green), and global charcoal reconstruction (blue), (B) modeled annual means of terrestrial temperature (orange), precipitation (blue), and relative humidity (green), (C) Global mean population (red) and vegetation (green) densities. Figure from Pechony and Shindell (2010).
Chapter 2

Analytical methods for analysis of aromatic acids in ice cores

Includes excerpts from:

2.1 Overview

This study focuses on the analysis of two aromatic acids, vanillic acid (VA) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (p-HBA) in polar ice cores. Previous measurements of these compounds in aerosols, natural waters, and ice core samples were carried out by gas chromatographic separation with mass spectrometric detection (GC-MS) (Nolte et al., 2001; Simoneit et al., 2004; Fu et al., 2008; Kawamura et al., 2012). GC-MS has the disadvantage of requiring large samples (80-250 mL) and extensive sample handling. Sample preparation includes preconcentration by rotary evaporation, solvent extraction, heated derivatization to form trimethylsilyl derivatives, and dissolution in hexane. This study developed new analytical methods capable of more sensitive and rapid analysis of aromatic acids.

High performance liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometric detection (HPLC-
ESI/MS/MS) is a relatively new technique that has potential to reduce sample size and sample handling. Relatively little previous work has been done using this method to analyze phenolic compounds in environmental samples. Zangrando et al. (2013) used HPLC-ESI/MS/MS to detect VA and other phenolic compounds in Arctic aerosol samples. McConnell et al. (2007) detected VA in a Greenland ice core using a continuous flow melter and ESI/MS/MS.

This chapter presents the two methods developed in this study for analysis of VA in ice cores: HPLC-ESI/MS/MS and anion exchange chromatography (IC) with ESI/MS/MS detection. The IC-ESI/MS/MS method showed higher sensitivity of VA detection than the HPLC-ESI/MS/MS method. The IC-ESI/MS/MS method was used for analysis of VA in all of the ice cores in this study. This method was also used for analysis of p-HBA in the Siberian and Svalbard ice cores.

2.2 HPLC-ESI/MS/MS Method

2.2.1 Instrumentation

The HPLC-ESI/MS/MS method was developed using a ThermoFinnigan TSQ Quantum System. The system consists of an autosampler, a high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC), and an electrospray ionization-triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (ESI-MS/MS). The Xcalibur data system (TSQ Tune 1.2, Xcalibur 2.0, ThermoFinnigan Corp.) was used for instrument control and data acquisition. The electrospray ionization source was operated using the following conditions: -3 kV spray voltage, 38 psi sheath gas pressure, and 15 psi auxiliary gas pressure. The mass spectrometer was operated using a mass resolution of \( m/z \) 0.7. High concentration vanillic acid solutions (1-10 ppm) were introduced directly into the ESI/MS/MS via syringe pump (NE-300, New Era) for instrument tuning and signal
optimization. Vanillic acid was detected using the mass spectrometer in the negative ion mode, with an ion inlet cone temperature of 350 °C.

### 2.2.2 Method optimization

#### Collision energy

MS/MS detection of vanillic acid was optimized using product scans with varying collision energies. Solutions containing 1 ppm vanillic acid in a 75 : 25% water: methanol mixture were delivered directly to the electrospray source using the syringe pump. The vanillic acid \([\text{M-H}]^-\) (\(m/z\) 167) was used as the precursor mass and the collision gas pressure was \(1.5 \times 10^{-4}\) psi of Ar. Figure 2.1 shows a product scan at a collision energy of 30 eV. The major product fragments under these conditions are: \(C_4H(O)\) (\(m/z\) 65), \(C_6H_3O\) (\(m/z\) 91), \(C_6H_3(O)OH\) (\(m/z\) 108), \(C_6H_3(OCH_3)OH\) (\(m/z\) 123), and \(C_6H_3(O)(COO)OH\) (\(m/z\) 152).

Figure 2.2 shows the fragmentation pattern as a function of collision energy over the range of 0–40 eV. Maxima were found at a collision energy of 15 eV for fragments at \(m/z\) 152.
Figure 2.2: Instrument response to a 1 ppm vanillic acid solution at varying collision energies using the $167 \rightarrow 91 \text{ m/z}$, $167 \rightarrow 123 \text{ m/z}$, $167 \rightarrow 108 \text{ m/z}$, and $167 \rightarrow 152 \text{ m/z}$ mass transitions. (loss of CH$_3$) and m/z 123 (loss of CO$_2$). Maxima were observed at 25 eV for fragments at m/z 108 (loss of CH$_3$ and CO$_2$) and m/z 91 (loss of COOH and OCH$_3$). The highest response overall was obtained for the m/z 123 fragment at 15 eV. However, solvent noise at the 167→123 transition was too high to allow detection of vanillic acid in ice core samples. The optimal signal to noise was obtained at the 167→108 transition at a collision energy of 30 eV. These conditions were used in this study.

### 2.2.3 Chromatography

The Surveyor autosampler was programmed to inject 100 $\mu$L of sample onto a reversed phase Kinetex 2.6 $\mu$m particle size XB-C18 100A analytical column (100 mm × 2.2 mm, Phenomenex). The mobile phase was an isocratic solution of 25% methanol in water, flowing
**Figure 2.3:** HPLC/MS/MS vanillic acid chromatograms. Left: 1 ppb vanillic acid standard in Milli-Q water ($^{12}$C, 167→108 m/z) (upper) with 1 ppb internal standard ($^{13}$C-labeled vanillic acid, 168→108 m/z) (lower). Right: Akademii Nauk ice core sample containing 570 ppt vanillic acid (325 m depth, 286 CE) ($^{12}$C, 167→108 m/z) (upper) with 1 ppb internal standard ($^{13}$C-labeled vanillic acid, 168→108 m/z) (lower).

at 200 $\mu$L min$^{-1}$. All of the column effluent was directed to the electrospray ionization source. Vanillic acid is eluted from the column with a retention time of 2.5 min and a peak width at half height of 0.2 min. Chromatograms of standard mixture of a 1 ppb vanillic acid standard (167→108) and a 1 ppb $^{13}$C-labeled vanillic acid isotope standard (168→108) are shown in Figure 2.3 (left side).

### 2.2.4 Standardization and limit of detection

Standards were prepared using vanillic acid (4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzoic acid, 97% purity, Sigma-Aldrich). The internal standard was $^{13}$C-labeled vanillic acid (Carboxyl-$^{13}$C, 99% purity, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories). Stock solutions of 0.1% vanillic acid and $^{13}$C-labeled vanillic acid were prepared monthly in high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC)-grade methanol (J. T. Baker). Intermediate 1 ppm standards were prepared daily in methanol. Working standards ranging from 0 to 2 ppb were prepared by dilution in ultra-pure water (Millipore Milli-Q) directly in 2 mL Surveyor autosampler vials. The uncertainty in the accuracy of these standards is estimated to be ± 4 % based on the stated purity of the reagent grade vanillic acid and the estimated uncertainty in our preparation of working standards. Samples and standards were spiked with $^{13}$C-labeled vanillic acid ($2 \mu$L of 1 ppm internal standard in 2 mL) to generate a 1 ppb internal standard.

Calibration curves were constructed by analyzing vanillic acid standards ranging in concentration from 0 to 3 ppb. The calibration curves were based on the ratio of peak areas of the vanillic acid and isotope-labeled vanillic acid signals at their respective mass transitions, $167 \rightarrow 108$ and $168 \rightarrow 108$. Using linear least-squares regression, the slope of the calibration curve was $1.2 \pm 0.025 \text{ ppb}^{-1}$ and the intercept was $0.035 \pm 0.047$ ($n = 414$). The detection limit is approximately 0.077 ppb, defined as 3 times the standard deviation of vanillic acid levels in distilled water blanks spiked with internal standard. The level of $^{12}$C vanillic acid in the $^{13}$C vanillic acid internal standard was below the limit of detection.

### 2.2.5 Matrix effects

Polar ice core samples are complex mixtures of organic and inorganic compounds. It is important to quantify matrix effects that might suppress or enhance analyte response in an ice core sample compared to that in a pure water standard. This was done by comparing the response of the isotope-labeled internal standard in ice core samples to that in pure water. The response to the isotope-labeled standard in ice core samples was identical to that in pure water standards. This clearly demonstrates the absence of significant matrix effects in the Akademii Nauk ice core samples analyzed in this study.
2.2.6 Ice core sample analysis

The ice core samples used to test the analytical method were obtained from the Akademii Nauk ice core (Fritzsche et al., 2005). The ice core samples analyzed for this study covered the time period 200-350 CE, based on a provisional timescale [McConnell, personal communication]. Samples were melted using a continuous melter, and collected in 8 mL HDPE vials using a peristaltic pump and fraction collector (McConnell et al., 2001).

The procedure used for analysis of ice core samples was as follows: 1 ppb of $^{13}$C-labeled vanillic acid was added to each ice core sample and standard. Occasional blanks without internal standard were also analyzed. A blank and/or standard was analyzed after every fifth ice core sample. Samples were typically analyzed in batches of 50-70 samples day$^{-1}$ and typically calibration curves were based on all of the standards and blanks analyzed on the same day. An example of a chromatogram from an Akademii Nauk ice core sample is shown in Figure 2.3 (right side). The results of duplicate analysis of ice core samples are shown in Figure 2.4. The relative standard deviation of duplicates is about 30% for levels above the detection limit and below 0.600 ppb ($n = 167$).

The vanillic acid was measured in 34 Akademii Nauk ice core samples, covering the time period of 200-350 CE (Figure 2.5). Each sample represents approximately 1 year. Vanillic acid concentrations ranged from below the detection limit to 0.698 ppb, with an overall mean of $0.226 \pm 0.189$ ppb (1σ) and a median of 0.156 ppb.

There are few reports of previous ice core measurements of vanillic acid. The vanillic acid levels reported in the literature are generally similar to those measured here. Kawamura et al. (2012) reported vanillic acid levels ranging from below detection (0.005 ppb) to 0.125 ppb for samples from the Ushkovsky ice core on the Kamchatka Peninsula covering the time period 1690-1997. McConnell et al. (2007) reported vanillic acid levels from 0.001 to 0.350 ppb in ice core samples from west-central Greenland ranging in age from AD 1788 to 2002.
Figure 2.4: Precision of HPLC-ESI/MS/MS vanillic acid measurements as a function of concentration. Upper plot — replicate measurements of Akademii Nauk ice core samples. Lower plot — vanillic acid measurement (ppb) against relative deviation (% \(\Delta\) level/total mean) of the replicates.
Figure 2.5: Vanillic acid concentrations in Akademii Nauk ice core samples plotted against ice age for the years AD 200–350.

2.3 IC-ESI/MS/MS Method

The maximum sample loop size that can be used with the HPLC technique is 100 µL. In order to achieve greater sensitivity, a higher volume must be focused on the analytical column without peak broadening. Anion exchange chromatography (IC) replaced HPLC as the separation technique prior to mass spectrometric detection. Ion chromatography allows for a sample loop size of up to 1 ml. This volume increase provides a 10x increase in sensitivity for a given concentration if the flow rate of the eluent remains at 200 µL/min.

The IC-ESI/MS/MS experimental system consisted of a Dionex AS-AP autosampler, Dionex ICS-2100 integrated reagent-free ion chromatography system, and ThermoFinnigan TSQ Quantum System. The separation was carried out on an IonPac AS18-Fast 2 m analytical column with a 40 mM potassium hydroxide eluent at a flow rate of 200 µL/min. Cations were removed from the column effluent using a Dionex electrolytically regenerated suppressor (AERS 500). Methanol was added to the eluent stream downstream of the suppressor
in order to maintain a stable electrospray (70 µL/min, J.T. Baker LC-MS grade). The electrospray source was operated at the same conditions as the HPLC method. The analytes were detected using a collision energy of 30 eV at the following mass transitions: vanillic acid, \( m/z \) 167→108; \( p \)-hydroxybenzoic acid, \( m/z \) 137→93; and syringic acid, \( m/z \) 197→153. External standards were prepared using commercial vanillic, \( p \)-hydroxybenzoic, and syringic acids (Sigma-Aldrich). Stock solutions of 100 ppb were prepared weekly and diluted daily to prepare working standards ranging from 0.1-2 ppb.

Syringic, vanillic, and \( p \)-hydroxybenzoic acids were detected at retention times of 11.3, 11.9, and 12.4 minutes, with peak widths at half height of 0.4 minutes (Figure 2.6). Limits of detection were estimated as 0.05, 0.01, 0.05 ppb, respectively, defined as 3x the standard deviation of the blank in MilliQ water.

### 2.4 Method comparison

Both methods developed in this study are capable of detecting VA in ice core samples. VA was measured in a Siberian ice core, covering 1-1000 CE, using both methods (Figure 2.7). The similarity between the VA records using two different chromatographic techniques confirms the identity of the VA peak. The IC method is more sensitive than HPLC method due to the 10x increased volume of the sample injection without peak broadening. Both methods have peak widths at half height of 0.4 minutes. The VA LOD using IC for separation is 8x lower than the VA LOD using HPLC for separation. The IC-ESI/MS/MS method was used to measure VA and \( p \)-HBA in all of ice cores in this study.
Figure 2.6: Left: Chromatograms of 0.500 ppb vanillic acid, \( p \)-hydroxybenzoic acid, and syringic acid standards. Right: Chromatograms of an Akademii Nauk ice core sample (219 m, AD 1450) containing 0.288 ppb vanillic acid and 0.545 ppb \( p \)-hydroxybenzoic acid.

2.5 Future method development

Phenolic compounds produced from biomass burning are important because they are unique to burning and could potentially be used to determine the types of plant material burned. These compounds can therefore be used to determine how biomes changed historically. The IC-ESI/MS/MS method described in this chapter could be optimized to detect several of these compounds.
Figure 2.7: Vanillic acid concentrations in Akademii Nauk ice core samples plotted against ice age for the years AD 1-1000 using HPLC-ESI/MS/MS (top) and IC-ESI/MS/MS (bottom).

This method could also be adapted to detect levoglucosan. Levoglucosan is produced by the pyrolysis of cellulose by several plant types. It is emitted in greater quantities than lignin pyrolysis products (Oros and Simoneit, 2001a,b; Oros et al., 2006). A column that interacts well with sugars would have to be used in place of the column used in the current method. The Dionex CarboPac SA10 Carbohydrate column is designed to separate simple sugars. This column could be used to increase the sensitivity of levoglucosan analysis in ice core samples by reducing levoglucosan peak broadening.
Chapter 3

Siberian ice core record of biomass burning

3.1 Overview

In this chapter, measurements of vanillic acid (VA) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (p-HBA) are presented in an ice core from the Akademii Nauk ice cap in the Russian Arctic. The ice core samples analyzed span the past 3,000 years (1195 BCE-1998 CE). This is the first millennial-scale ice core record of these biomass burning-specific organic acids. This unique ice core record of variability in biomass burning shows major features in the p-HBA and VA records that are broadly similar, with multi-century periods of elevated levels superimposed on a baseline that is near or below detection.

3.2 Ice core sample collection and dating

The ice core analyzed in this study was drilled on the Akademii Nauk ice cap (5,575 km², 800 m a.s.l.), on the Severnaya Zemlya archipelago in the Eurasian Arctic (Figure 3.1; 80°31’N, 94°49’E). The ice core was drilled to the bedrock with a total depth of 723.91 m (Fritzsche et al., 2005). The Akademii Nauk ice cap has a mean annual accumulation rate of 0.46 meters water equivalent per year and a mean annual temperature of -15.7 °C (Fritzsche et al., 2002, 2005; Weiler et al., 2005).
Figure 3.1: Akademii Nauk ice core drilling site 80°31’N, 94°49’E).
The analyses in this study were made on subsamples of meltwater from the ice core. Discrete samples from 0-129 m were melted at the Alfred Wegener Institute from a 30 mm-thick horizontal section of the core, at a frequency of roughly two samples per year. These samples were previously analyzed for major ions (Fritzsche et al., 2005). Samples from 129-671 m were melted at the Desert Research Institute by the continuous melting of a 2.3 cm x 2.3 cm cross section of the core (McConnell et al., 2001). Subsamples for this work were collected from the melt stream via fraction collector at a frequency of roughly one sample per year.

An age scale for the upper 411 m of the core (900-1998 CE) was developed based on annual layer counting of stable water isotopes, on volcanic sulfate signals, and on correlation of high resolution multi-element continuous flow measurements on this and other Arctic ice cores (Opel et al., 2013; Sigl et al., 2013). For the lower part of the ice core (411-724 m), the high-resolution multi-element correlation-based time scale was used (Figure 3.2). There is a significant difference between this timescale and an earlier published Akademii Nauk timescale based on a geophysical flow model (Opel et al., 2013).

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Measurements and data processing

Analysis of vanillic acid and p-hydroxybenzoic acid was carried out using anion exchange chromatography with electrospray ionization and tandem mass spectrometric detection in the negative ion mode (IC/ESI-MS/MS). This method is described in Chapter 2.

In this study, 56% of the vanillic acid (VA) samples were below the detection limit (n = 3,294), and 76% of the hydroxybenzoic acid (p-HBA) samples were below the detection limit (n = 2,585). The frequency distributions of the VA and p-HBA ice core measurements are not normally distributed, but are skewed towards lower concentrations (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.2: Akademii Nauk depth-age scale used in this analysis. The age scale is based on volcanic sulfate signals and correlation of high-resolution multi-element continuous flow measurements on this and other Arctic ice cores \cite{Sigl2013}. This timescale yields a basal age that is \~500 years longer than an earlier published AN timescale based on a geophysical flow model (blue - meters of ice, orange - meters water equivalent) \cite{Opel2013}.
Logarithmic transformation of the data resulted in a more symmetric distribution. The Box-Cox power law transformation was less successful at normalizing the data. In the Box-Cox transformation, the data are raised to the exponent ($\lambda = -5$ to $5$) that transforms the data into the most normal distribution.

All transformed data were normalized using the mini-max transformation and the z-score (Marlon et al., 2008). In the mini-max transformation, each data point is subtracted from the minimum of the dataset. The result is then divided by the range of the dataset (maximum-minimum). After the mini-max transformation, each transformed data point is subtracted from the mean of the transformed dataset and then divided by the standard deviation to determine the z-score.

The geometric means of VA and $p$-HBA were $0.0087^{\pm 0.037}_{0.0074}$ and $0.019^{\pm 0.048}_{0.014}$ ppb ($\pm 1\sigma$), respectively. Outliers were excluded from the datasets prior to the log transformation. Outliers were defined as VA and $p$-HBA levels greater than $\pm 2\sigma$ above the median (0.0075 ppb and 0.021 ppb, respectively). This process excluded 0.43% of the VA data and 2.6% of the $p$-HBA data.

Both LOESS smoothing (Marlon et al., 2008) and 40-year binned averaging were applied to identify centennial/millennial-scale variability in the log-transformed VA and $p$-HBA records. The LOESS method is a way of fitting a smoothed curve between localized subsets of data. LOESS is a localized method because the fit is weighted by the data closest to each individual point. The size of the subset of data used to weight each data point depends on the “span” setting. If the span is less than 1, then the weighting of each point to the fit is proportional to $1-(\text{distance/maximum distance})^3$. If the span used is too small, then an insufficient amount of data will be used for the fit, resulting in a large variance. If the span used is too large, then the data will be over-smoothed. For this analysis, a span of 0.013 was used. The smoothed records resulting from both treatments exhibit the same centennial/millennial-scale features (Figure 3.4). The exponentials of the log-transformed 40-year bin averaged...
Figure 3.3: Akademii Nauk vanillic acid (top) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (bottom) ice core records.
Figure 3.4: Akademii Nauk vanillic acid (top) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (bottom) using 40-year bin averaging (left) and LOESS smoothing (span = 0.013) (right). Outliers were omitted prior to analyses. Data were normalized using the mini-max transformation and the z-score.

VA and p-HBA records are used here for interpretation of temporal variability and trends (Figure 3.5). The exponentials of log-transformed 40-year bin averaged VA and p-HBA records. The exponential was used to present the data in mass units (ppb).

3.3.2 The raw data

VA and p-HBA exhibit both short-term and long-term variability. Variability is evidenced by several data points elevated above the baseline throughout the records (Figure 3.3). Long
Figure 3.5: Akademii Nauk vanillic acid (top) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (bottom) ice core records. Fills are exponentials of ± 1 standard errors of 40-year bin averages of the log-transformed data. Data above the line are in the upper quartile of the averaged dataset. Gray bars are periods of elevated vanillic acid or p-hydroxybenzoic acid. Elevated periods are defined as periods when averaged data are in the upper quartile of the transformed dataset.
periods of several data points above the baseline reveal multi-decadal and multi-century periods of elevated VA or \( p \)-HBA. Sporadic data points above the baseline between these periods of long-term variability show short-term periods of elevated VA and \( p \)-HBA. Long-term periods of elevated VA and \( p \)-HBA are defined using the 40-year bin averages of the datasets.

3.3.3 Long-term temporal variability and trends

The measurements reveal evidence of three multi-century periods of elevated VA and \( p \)-HBA, which presumably indicate extended periods of elevated biomass burning in northern Asia (Figure 3.5). Periods with averages in the upper quartile (75\(^{th}\) percentile) of the 40-year bin averaged log-transformed dataset are defined as periods of elevated VA or \( p \)-HBA. These periods in the VA record are from 3,130-2,610 ± 40 years before present (BP), 1,570-1,290 ± 40 years BP, and 490-290 ± 40 years BP (1180-660 BCE, 380-660 CE, and 1460-1660 CE). Present is defined as 1950 CE. Elevated periods in the \( p \)-HBA record are from 3,130-2,610 ± 40 years BP, 1,770-1,730 ± 40 years BP, 1,570-1,330 ± 40 years BP, 490-410 ± 40 years BP, and 170-90 ± 40 years BP (1180-660 BCE, 180-220 CE, 380-620 CE, 1460-1540 CE, and 1780-1860 CE). Three of the elevated periods in the datasets overlap. VA and \( p \)-HBA are both elevated from 3,130-2,610 ± 40 years BP, 1,570-1,330 ± 40 years BP, and 490-410 ± 40 years BP (1180-660 BCE, 380-620 CE, and 1460-1540 CE).

The levels of aromatic organic acids during these periods are enriched many-fold over the background levels in between. The vanillic acid peaks range from below detection to about 0.2 ppb, using the 40-year bin averaged log-transform of the dataset. This value is a 2200% increase from the geometric mean of the dataset (0.0087 ppb). The \( p \)-hydroxybenzoic acid peaks range from below detection to 0.071 ppb, using a 40-year bin averaged log-transform of the dataset. This value is a 270% increase from the geometric mean of the dataset (0.019 ppb). All of the peaks in these datasets are large deviations from the mean.
3.3.4 Interpreting the record

The 3 kyr record of VA and p-HBA in the Akademii Nauk ice core reflects the combined effects of variations in emissions, atmospheric transport, and depositional processes (i.e. wet vs. dry deposition). The levels of these compounds may also be influenced by changes in snow accumulation rate (leading to variable dilution of the signals) and possible post-depositional modification due to chemical reactions or volatility (Grannas et al., 2004). In this section, the extent to which these various processes likely influence the Akademii Nauk record is discussed. It is, of course, impossible to unravel all of these effects definitively with data from a single ice core. As the first millennial-scale record of these tracers, this dataset is valuable as the first record available for assessing the influences of these processes in the long-term.

Here we interpret these aromatic acids as evidence of extensive wildfire emissions. The only potential alternative might be direct biogenic emissions, perhaps associated with some disturbance such as drought or widespread infestation, but there is no evidence in the literature of aromatic acid emissions associated with such phenomena.

VA and p-HBA are aromatic organic acids. VA has a boiling point of 353.4°C. p-HBA decomposes upon boiling. These species are semivolatiles that may reside either in the gas or condensed phase depending on aerosol water content, pH, and the concentration of cations that can form stable complexes with these acids. Photochemical oxidation of semivolatile organics like VA and p-HBA is also linked to volatility. Photochemical models suggest that such compounds are prone to rapid oxidation by OH in the gas phase, but are shielded from oxidation in the aerosol phase.

The gas phase atmospheric lifetimes of organic aerosols are dependent on the rate of their reaction with the hydroxyl radical (Donahue et al., 2013). The rate constants of the vanillic acid and p-hydroxybenzoic acid reactions with the hydroxyl radical in the atmosphere are
1.22x10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3/\text{molec-sec} \text{ and } 1.3x10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3/\text{molec-sec}, \text{ respectively. Based on these rate constants, the atmospheric lifetime of vanillic and } p\text{-hydroxybenzoic acids in the gas phase is } \sim11 \text{ hours. They are shielded from oxidation in the condensed phase, which means that their atmospheric lifetimes are longer (Donahue et al., 2013). If the oxidation of organic aerosol by the hydroxyl radical is dependent on the size of the particle, then a 500 nm particle has an atmospheric lifetime of } \sim5.8 \text{ days and a 200 nm particle has an atmospheric lifetime of } \sim3 \text{ days (Donahue et al., 2013). Long-range transport of vanillic acid has been observed in atmospheric aerosol in the Arctic in both coarse and fine (submicron) particles, suggesting both long-range and regional transport (Zangrando et al., 2013).}

Vanillic acid and } p\text{-hydroxybenzoic acid are likely more stable after deposition under high accumulation rate conditions because they are vulnerable to photochemically-induced reactions in the snowpack (Grannas et al., 2007). If post-depositional processes affected vanillic acid and } p\text{-hydroxybenzoic acid levels in the ice core, then there would be a relationship between vanillic acid or } p\text{-hydroxybenzoic acid flux and accumulation rate. The large dynamic range of the VA and } p\text{-HBA signals make it very unlikely that changes in accumulation rate influence the observed trends. The age-depth relationship for Akademii Nauk is linear in the upper part of the core, to about 140 m, indicating relatively constant average accumulation over the period from 1700-2000 CE. Below about 140 m, the rate of increase in age increases with depth, consistent with a model of layer thinning due to ice flow with relatively constant accumulation (Figure 3.1) (Opel et al., 2013). There is no evidence of very large changes in accumulation that would be required in order to generate the VA and } p\text{-HBA peaks observed in the ice core.}

Changes in aerosol or snow chemistry could influence partitioning and hence, the trends observed in the ice core. If this was the case, one might expect to find a positive correlation to the abundance of seasalt Na\textsuperscript{+} or terrestrial-derived Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (higher pH) or negative correlations to volcanic sulfate (lower pH). No such correlations are observed in the Akademii Nauk ice
core (Figure 3.6). Therefore, aerosol/ice core chemistry is likely not the primary control on the trends in VA and p-HBA.

The Akademii Nauk site experiences frequent seasonal melting (particularly during the past century). Soluble compounds have undergone redistribution on time scales of roughly 5 years due to percolation of meltwater (Fritzsche et al., 2005; Opel et al., 2013). For this reason, we interpret only major multidecadal features rather than interannual variability. The timing of higher/lower melt layer percentages in the upper part of the ice core do not correlate with timing of elevated periods in the vanillic acid record (Figure 3.7; T. Opel, personal communication).

The observed variations in abundance of VA and p-HBA in the Akademii Nauk ice core most likely reflect variations in the atmospheric levels and deposition of biomass burning-derived aerosols. The levels and relative abundance of the two compounds may also reflect changes in the nature of the biomass fuels and/or combustion conditions (temperature, oxygen levels, etc.). The timing of the VA and p-HBA peaks is consistent throughout most of the records. A linear fit comparison between the 40-year bin-averaged log-transformed datasets gives an r-squared value of 0.47 and a p-value < 0.000001 (Figure 3.8). The similarity in VA and p-HBA strongly suggests that the two compounds are derived from a common source for much of the record.

Comparing the records to other proxy records (e.g. charcoal and other ice core proxies) and identifying the plant type burned can help to determine the source of burning. The large millennial-scale vanillic acid and p-hydroxybenzoic acid peaks are quite different from the enrichment patterns typically found for inorganic ice core burning tracers such as ammonia, nitrate, or black carbon, where relatively small fire signals are superimposed on a high background from other natural sources (Figure 3.9) (Eichler et al., 2011; Fuhrer et al., 1996; Savarino and Legrand, 1998; Taylor et al., 1996; Whitlow et al., 1994). Ammonium and nitrate are derived from biogenic and other sources in addition to biomass burning. Statistical
Figure 3.6: Akademii Nauk ice core chemistry over the past 3,000 years. Data are 40-year bin-averaged (gray fill is ±1 standard error of log transform) measurements from the Akademii Nauk ice core over the past 3,000 years. From top: 1) vanillic acid measurements from this study, 2) sodium (J. McConnell, personal communication) 3) non-seasalt calcium (J. McConnell, personal communication), 4) non-seasalt sulfur (J. McConnell, personal communication), 5) non-seasalt sulfate (this study), and 6) methanesulfonate (this study).
Figure 3.7: Akademii Nauk vanillic acid (top) and melt layers (bottom, T. Opel, personal communication). The solid black lines on both plots are 40-year bin-averages of the log transform.
Figure 3.8: Linear fit of the 40-year bin averaged log-transform of VA against the 40-year averaged log-transform of $p$-HBA.

slope = 0.287 ± 0.035
intercept = 0.014 ± 0.0018
$r^2 = 0.469319$
analysis is necessary to determine the biomass-burning signal from these compounds. Black carbon is interpreted as a biomass-burning signal prior to industrialization in the literature (McConnell et al., 2007; Chylek et al., 1995). The differences between the VA and $p$-HBA records and the black carbon record could suggest that the VA and $p$-HBA records are showing burning of particular types of biomass or that the atmospheric transport of VA and $p$-HBA is different from that of total black carbon.

3.3.5 Transport

VA and $p$-HBA are transported through the atmosphere from biomass burning locations to the Akademii Nauk ice core site. The HYSPLIT model was used in this study to determine possible source locations of biomass burning to the Akademii Nauk ice core site (Stein et al., 2015; Draxler et al., 1999; Draxler and Hess, 1998, 1997). Meteorological data (NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis) from 2008 for spring (trajectories beginning March 1, 2008-May 31, 2008), summer (trajectories beginning June 1, 2008-August 31, 2008), and fall (trajectories beginning September 1, 2008-November 30, 2008) were used for 10-day back-trajectories from the ice core site ($80^\circ$N, $94^\circ$E) to possible biomass burning source locations (Kalnay et al., 1996). Data can be accessed at: ftp://arlftp.arlhq.noaa.gov/pub/archives/reanalysis. One trajectory was run every 12 hours starting from 12:00 AM and 12:00 PM local time (UTC + 7 hours) each day for each three-month period (spring, summer, and fall). Back trajectories were run starting at 100 m and 500 m above ground level. 2008 was chosen as the year of study because it was a high fire year in Russia (Matsui et al., 2011; Warneke et al., 2010).

Trajectories started at 12:00 AM showed the same result as trajectories started at 12:00 PM. Trajectories generally stay in the Arctic over the 10-day period (Figure 3.10). Trajectories reach Northern Siberia and the northernmost regions of Canada in all three seasons starting at both 100 m and 500 m above ground level. The farthest reaching trajectories are in the
Figure 3.9: Burning tracers in the Akademii Nauk ice core over the past 3,000 years. Data are 40-year bin-averaged (gray fill is $\pm 1$ standard error of log transform) measurements from the Akademii Nauk ice core over the past 3,000 years. From top: 1) vanillic acid measurements from this study, 2) black carbon (J. McConnell, personal communication) 3) ammonium (J. McConnell, personal communication), 4) nitrate (J. McConnell, personal communication).
fall, when several trajectories reach below 60° N in Siberia. This back-trajectory analysis suggests that Siberia is the most likely biomass burning source region of the Akademii Nauk ice core site.

3.4 Conclusion

The development of wildfire records from measurements of aromatic organic acids in polar ice cores has potential as a qualitative proxy for biomass burning on millennial time scales. Clearly, analysis of multiple ice cores is needed to validate the trends observed here and to differentiate between regional variations in emissions versus patterns of atmospheric transport. Molecules like aromatic acids also have the potential to provide information about the composition of the precursor lignin, and hence about the composition of the original ecosystems. Such records are needed in order to study millennial time scale relationships between climate and ecological changes.
Figure 3.10: 10-day Air mass back-trajectories from the Akademii Nauk ice core site (red stars) starting at 12:00 PM from 500 m above ground level above ground level. From top: 1) spring (trajectories beginning March 1, 2008-May 31, 2008), 2) summer (trajectories beginning June 1, 2008-August 31, 2008), and 3) fall (trajectories beginning September 1, 2008-November 30, 2008).
Chapter 4

Northeastern Greenland ice core record of Biomass Burning

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, measurements of the aromatic biomass burning tracer vanillic acid (VA) in an ice core from Tunu in Northeastern Greenland covering the past 1,700 years (268-2013 CE) are presented. Elevated VA levels in the Tunu ice core are not large deviations from the baseline. These low VA levels complicate the interpretation of VA as a biomass burning signal. Elevation of VA from the baseline must be due to biomass burning rather than other influences, such as snow accumulation rate, transport, or post-depositional processes in order to interpret VA as a biomass burning signal. The Tunu ice core site has a variable accumulation rate. Comparison between the Tunu accumulation rate and Tunu VA suggests that accumulation rate changes could explain some of the variability in the Tunu VA record. Reversible deposition could also play a role VA variability in the Tunu ice core.
4.2 Ice core characteristics, dating, and sample collection

The Northeastern Greenland ice core was drilled in the Tunu region in May 2013 (Figure 4.1; 78.04°N, 33.88°W, 2000 m above sea level). The ice core was drilled to a depth of 212 m. The ice core site has a mean accumulation rate of 0.100 m water equivalent yr$^{-1}$ (Sigl et al., 2015).
An age scale for this ice core was developed based on the annual layer counting of its non-
seasalt sulfur and sodium signals (Figure 4.2) (Mernild et al., 2015). Annual layer counts
were validated by matching volcanic horizons between this ice core and the NEEM ice core
from northwest Greenland (NEEM-2011-S1) (Mernild et al., 2015; Sigl et al., 2013, 2015).
The age uncertainty between these ice cores was < 2 years using these volcanic tie points
(Mernild et al., 2015; Sigl et al., 2015).

Figure 4.2: Tunu ice core depth-age scale (J. McConnell, personal communication).
4.3 Methods of sampling and analysis

Meltwater from the Tunu ice core was analyzed for vanillic acid using the IC/ESI-MS/MS method described in Chapter 2. *p*-Hydroxybenzoic acid could not be analyzed in this ice core because of interfering peaks at the same retention time in the blanks. Samples were obtained from the continuous melting of a 33 x 33 mm cross section subsample core at the Desert Research Institute (*McConnell et al.*, 2001; *Sigl et al.*, 2015; *Mernild et al.*, 2015). Discrete samples of the melt stream were collected via fraction collector at a frequency of roughly one sample every 2.5 years. The detection limit for vanillic acid in the Tunu samples was 0.0046 ppb, defined as 3x the standard deviation of MilliQ water blanks (n = 58).

4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Measurements and data processing

In this study, 575 samples were analyzed for vanillic acid (Figure 4.3). The distribution of the measurements was skewed towards lower concentrations. Forty percent of the samples were below the detection limit.

The transformation and smoothing methods described in chapter 3 were used for interpretation of the Tunu ice core VA record. The mini-max transformation and the z-score were used to normalize the data *Marlon et al.* (2008). A more symmetric distribution resulted from logarithmic transformation of the data. The geometric mean was $0.0053^{+0.0069}_{-0.0030}$ ppb ($\pm 1\sigma$). The Box-Cox power law transformation was a less effective method of redistributing the data.

40-year bin averaging and LOESS smoothing were used to identify centennial-scale features in the record. LOESS smoothing is described in Chapter 3. Both smoothing methods show
Figure 4.3: Tunu ice core vanillic acid (VA) record.
the same centennial features in the record (Figure 4.4). The 40-year bin averages of the log-transformed VA record are applied here for interpretation of temporal variability. The data ranges from below the detection limit to 0.014 ppb, using the 40-year bin averages of the log transforms.

4.4.2 Temporal variability and trends

The measurements show two multi-century periods of elevated vanillic acid. These periods are from 270-500 CE and 1050-1300 CE. These vanillic acid peaks range from below the detection limit to 0.012 ppb, using the 40-year bin averages of the log-transformed dataset. This value is only a 126% increase from the geometric mean of the dataset. These small deviations above the geometric mean of the dataset make these peaks more difficult to interpret as periods of elevated burning. VA is also elevated from 1900-2000 CE.

4.4.3 Interpretation of the record

The levels of organic aerosols in the Tunu ice core result from the combined influences of emissions, atmospheric transport, depositional processes, and post-depositional processes. The atmospheric reactivity of VA is described in Chapter 3.

The Tunu ice core has a variable accumulation rate. Changes in accumulation rate can affect the levels of VA in an ice core, depending on whether VA was wet deposited or dry deposited (Saltzman et al., 1997). An aerosol is wet deposited if it is dropped onto the ice sheet as precipitation. An aerosol is dry deposited if reaches an ice sheet independently of precipitation. If VA is wet deposited, then the effect of changes in accumulation rate on the VA levels in the ice core will be minor. If VA is dry deposited, then changes in snow accumulation will cause variability in how concentrated the VA levels are in the ice core. When snow accumulation is high, the concentration of VA in the ice core is diluted.
Figure 4.4: Tunn vanillic acid (top) using 40-year bin averaging (top) and LOESS smoothing (span = 0.04) (bottom) of the log transform. Data were normalized using the mini-max transformation and the z-score.
Accumulation is defined as precipitation and losses of water vapor due to sublimation. In the paleo record, accumulation is used as a proxy for paleo-precipitation because the historical precipitation rate is not known (Saltzman et al., 1997).

In order to determine the effect of a variable precipitation rate on VA concentrations in the ice core, the depositional flux of VA was compared to the accumulation rate. The depositional flux ($F$) is defined as mass of VA per unit area in the ice core per year. It is calculated as follows:

$$F = C_{\text{in ice}} A_{H_2O} \rho_{\text{ice}}$$

where $C_{\text{in ice}}$ is the concentration of VA in the ice core (ppb), $A_{H_2O}$ is the accumulation rate (m/yr), and $\rho_{\text{ice}}$ is the density of the ice (Saltzman et al., 1997). The density of the ice making up the ice core changes with depth as the layers in the ice core thin due to the pressure of the ice above the deeper layers. In this case, the water flux (kg/m$^2$/yr), determined based on a thinning function, which was used in place of $A_{H_2O}$ and $\rho_{\text{ice}}$ (Figure 4.5; Joe McConnell, personal communication).

The relative contributions of wet and dry deposition to the VA flux were calculated using the following:

$$F = (C_{\text{air}} V_d) + (C_{\text{air}} S P_{H_2O})$$

where $C_{\text{air}}$ is the concentration of VA in the atmosphere, $V_d$ is the dry deposition velocity for aerosols, $S$ is the wet deposition scavenging ratio, and $P_{H_2O}$ is the accumulation rate. $S$ is defined as the ratio of the VA concentration precipitated out of the atmosphere and the VA atmospheric concentration (Saltzman et al., 1997). If $S$, $V_d$, $C_{\text{air}}$ and are constant, then there is a linear relationship between the VA flux and the accumulation rate ($P_{H_2O}$),
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Figure 4.5: Relationship between Tunu ice core VA and water flux. Water flux (top), VA in the ice core (middle), VA flux (bottom).
as follows:

\[ F = D + (W \cdot P_{H_2O}) \]

where the slope \( W \) is the concentration of VA in the precipitation (i.e. the wet deposition component). The intercept \( D \) is the flux of the compound that is dry deposited (Saltzman et al., 1997). Only VA measurements above the detection limit were used in the linear fit. VA levels greater than the mean VA level + 1 standard deviation were excluded from the linear fit. VA levels after 1600 CE were also excluded from the linear fit because the accumulation rate increases near 1600 CE. The intercept \( D \) is close to zero in the Tunu ice core (Figure 4.6). This intercept suggests that dry deposition was not an important contribution to the VA levels in the ice core.

This relationship between accumulation rate and flux would not necessarily be linear if \( S \), \( V_d \), or \( C_{air} \) are not constant over time. For example, \( C_{air} \) could change if the VA level increases in the atmosphere due to a burning event. The linear trend is still significant \((p < 10^{-6})\) if high levels of VA (> mean +1 standard deviation) before 1600 CE are included, but the r-squared value decreases from 0.30 to 0.21. These high values could represent high fire years. The accumulation rate declines from 1200-1300 CE, but VA flux increases (Figure 4.7). Biomass burning could have been elevated from 1200-1300 CE.

VA flux could also deviate from the linear trend if VA is reversibly deposited. VA is reversibly deposited if it is lost after deposition onto the ice sheet via sublimation or photochemical reaction. VA can only undergo photochemical reaction if it is exposed to sunlight. VA loss would therefore increase under low accumulation conditions when VA is not buried in the ice quickly. Under low accumulation conditions, lower VA flux values than expected from the linear trend would be present if VA is reversibly deposited.

The flux at low accumulation rates was compared to the expected flux based on the linear
Figure 4.6: Relationship between accumulation rate and VA flux. Data below the detection limit. Data included in fit are below the mean +1 standard deviation of VA (ppb) and before 1600 CE (blue). Data above the mean +1 standard deviation of VA (ppb, yellow), and all other data after 1600 CE (orange) were excluded from the linear fit.
trend to determine the likelihood of reversible deposition of VA. Low accumulation was defined as accumulation rates lower than the average accumulation rate before 1600 CE (0.12 m/yr). Lowest expected VA flux values were determined using the slope and the intercept of the linear fit (Figure 4.6). 70% of the expected VA flux values calculated were greater than the actual VA flux values (n = 216). This result suggests that reversible deposition could be an important process in the Tunu ice core.

The possible correlation between aerosol/snow chemistry and VA trends is described in Chapter 3. VA could be negatively correlated in a more acidic environment. These correlations are not observed in the Tunu ice core (Figure 4.8). Therefore, ice core chemistry is likely not an important driver of VA trends in the Tunu ice core.
Figure 4.8: Tunu ice core chemistry over the past 1,700 years. Data are 40-year bin-averaged (gray fill is ±1 standard error of log transform). From top: 1) vanillic acid, 2) methanesulfonate, 3) bromide, 4) sulfate, 5) iodide, and 6) iodate.
4.4.4 Transport

The HYSPLIT Model was used to determine possible biomass burning source locations of Tunu VA (Stein et al., 2015; Draxler et al., 1999; Draxler and Hess, 1998, 1997). 10-day back trajectories were started from the Tunu ice core drilling location (78°N, 33°W) at 12:00 AM and 12:00 PM local time (UTC - 2 hours) at 100 m and 500 m above ground level. The trajectories were run for three seasons in the year 2008: spring (trajectories beginning March 1, 2008-May 31, 2008), summer (trajectories beginning June 1, 2008-August 31, 2008), and fall (trajectories beginning September 1, 2008-November 30, 2008). Meteorological data used to produce the trajectories are described in Chapter 3 (Kalnay et al., 1996).

Most of the trajectories stay within Greenland. Some of the trajectories reach Northern Canada starting at both 100 m and 500 m above ground level in all three seasons (Figure 4.9). A few trajectories also reach Siberia in the Spring starting at 500 m above ground level. These HYSPLIT back trajectories suggest that the most likely biomass burning source region to the Tunu site is Canada.

4.5 Conclusion

The VA levels are low enough in the Tunu ice core to suggest that the record cannot be interpreted without accounting for accumulation rate changes and reversible deposition at the ice core site. Further ice core records of VA at nearby locations and comparison to sedimentary charcoal records are necessary to determine if the Tunu record is showing changes in burning emissions or deposition.
Figure 4.9: 10-day air mass back-trajectories from the Tunu ice core site (red stars) starting at 12:00 PM from 500 m above ground level. From top: 1) spring (trajectories beginning March 1, 2008-May 31, 2008), 2) summer (trajectories beginning June 1, 2008-August 31, 2008), and 3) fall (trajectories beginning September 1, 2008-November 30, 2008).
Chapter 5

Svalbard ice core records of Biomass Burning

5.1 Overview

In this chapter, measurements of the aromatic biomass burning tracers vanillic acid (VA) and $p$-hydroxybenzoic acid ($p$-HBA) in an ice core from Lomonosovfonna in Svalbard covering the past 750 years (1222-2009 CE) are presented. Svalbard is located northward of Scandinavia and northeast of Greenland, at roughly the same latitude as the Akademii Nauk and Tunu ice core drilling sites. Variability in the Lomonosovfonna VA and $p$-HBA records is characterized as large deviations (10x) from the baseline. These large deviations in both records are not confined to particular time periods, but are rather scattered throughout the records. These data are elevated enough to be considered biomass burning signals, but individual measurements are not interpreted due to melt layers throughout the record. 20-year bin averages of the records show that Lomonosovfonna VA and $p$-HBA exhibit a long-term decline over the 750-year period.
5.2 Ice core characteristics, dating, and sample collection

The Svalbard Lomonosovfonna ice core was drilled in 2009 (Figure 5.1; 78°49’24.4”N, 17°25’59.2”E, 1202 m asl.) (Wendl, 2014). The Lomonosovfonna ice core was drilled to a depth of 149.5 m (Wendl, 2014; Wendl et al., 2015). The Lomonosovfonna ice field is the highest elevation ice field of Svalbard in central Spitsbergen. The current temperature range of the ice field is 0 to -40°C over the year (Kekonen et al., 2005). The annual average temperature is -12°C (Pohjola et al., 2002).

The Lomonosovfonna ice core depth-age scale was determined using annual layer counting based on seasonal δ¹⁸O and Na⁺ measurements, ²¹⁰Pb decay, 8 volcanic reference horizons identified based on sulfate measurements, a 1963 tritium peak, and a simple glacier flow model (Figure 5.2) (Wendl, 2014; Wendl et al., 2015). The Samalas volcanic eruption in 1257/58 was the deepest reference horizon used for dating (Wendl, 2014; Wendl et al., 2015). The Lomonosovfonna ice field has radial ice flow (Kekonen et al., 2005). The simple glacier flow model (Thompson et al., 1998) was fitted through the reference horizons to determine the depth-age scale below 79.7 m water equivalent (1750 CE) because annual layer counting was not possible below this point due to ice thinning (Wendl, 2014; Wendl et al., 2015). The modeled average accumulation rate is 0.58 m/year. The ice core records the years 1222-2009 CE based on these dating methods (Wendl, 2014; Wendl et al., 2015). Dating uncertainty was determined by comparing modeled reference horizon years to known volcanic eruption years. Above 68 m water equivalent (w.eq.) depth, the dating uncertainty is ±1 year near reference horizons (±10 years), and ±3 years between reference horizons. The dating uncertainty is ±3 years between 68-80 m w.eq. depth, and ±10 years below 80 m w.eq. depth (Wendl, 2014; Wendl et al., 2015).
Figure 5.1: Map of Lomonosovfonna ice core drilling site (78°49′44″ N, 17°25′59.2″ E).
Figure 5.2: Lomonosovfonna ice core depth-age scale (M. Schwikowski, personal communication).
5.3 Methods of sampling and analysis

Meltwater from the Lomonosovfonna ice core was analyzed for vanillic acid (VA) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (p-HBA) using the IC/ESI-MS/MS method described in Chapter 2. Discrete ice core samples (1.8 x 1.9 cm cross section, 3-4 cm long) were cut and melted previously for ion chromatographic analysis and stored in polypropylene vials at the Paul Scherrer Institut in Villigen, Switzerland (Wendl, 2014; Wendl et al., 2015). For this study, the vials were remelted and sampled at the Paul Scherrer Insitut, combining 4 µl from four adjacent vials into a single sample for analysis of VA and p-HBA.

In the Lomonosovfonna ice core, vanillic acid was analyzed at two mass transitions (m/z 167→108 and m/z 167→152) to confirm the identity of the compound and to improve the detection limit (Figure 5.3). The limits of detection for the two transitions were 0.0095 and 0.0057 ppb (n = 80), respectively. The limit of detection for p-HBA was 0.012 ppb.

The data were normalized using the mini-max transformation and the z-score. Logarithmic and Box-Cox transformations were used to redistribute the data towards a normal distribution. The logarithmic transformation was the most successful at achieving a normal distribution of the data. These methods are described in chapter 3. The geometric means of the m/z 167→108 VA transition, the m/z 167→152 VA transition, and p-HBA were 0.0035±0.0078, 0.0038±0.0076 ppb, and 0.011±0.0090 ppb, respectively. All of these values are below the detection limits of these mass transitions.

20-year bin averaging and LOESS smoothing (described in Chapter 3) were used to find centennial-scale features in the records. Both smoothing treatments reveal the same centennial-scale features in the records (Figure 5.4). The 20-year bin averaged log-transforms of the records are employed here for interpretation of temporal variability.

VA was measured in the same samples using two different methods simultaneously by mea-
Figure 5.3: Lomonosovfonna VA (top: $m/z$ 167→108, middle: $m/z$ 167→152) and $p$-HBA (bottom) ice core records.
Figure 5.4: Lomonosovfonna VA (left: $m/z$ 167→108, middle: $m/z$ 167→152) and $p$-HBA (right) using 20-year bin averaging (top) and LOESS smoothing (span = 0.04) (bottom) of the log transforms. Data were normalized using the mini-max transformation and the z-score.

Measuring VA at two different mass transitions. The level of VA in each sample is expected to be the same using either method of analysis. The two mass transitions were compared using the linear least squares regression of the 20-year bin averages of their log transforms (Figure 5.5). The slope of the linear trend was $0.99 \pm 0.065$ and the intercept was $0.00036 \pm 0.00038$ ppb. The relationship is significant ($p < 10^{-6}$) with an r-squared value of 0.86. This result suggests that the VA ion was correctly identified and both mass transitions can be used to measure the level of VA in the ice core.

5.3.1 Temporal variability and trends

Lomonosovfonna VA and $p$-HBA exhibit large deviations (10x) above the baseline. These deviations are sporadic throughout the records, so multi-decadal periods of elevated VA or $p$-HBA are not easily discernable in the dataset. 20-year bin averages of the log-transforms of the datasets are used to identify long-term variability. Lomonosovfonna VA and $p$-HBA bin-
Figure 5.5: Relationship between two VA mass transitions (167→108 and 167→152). 20-year averaged log-transforms of VA were used for the linear fit.
averages decline in the long-term from 1200-1900 CE. Lomonosovfonna VA peaks from 1200-1450 CE. The \( p \)-HBA record is elevated from 1200-1350 CE and 1500-1650 CE. Lomonosovfonna VA declines from 1500-1650 CE when \( p \)-HBA is elevated. All three records are elevated from 1900-2000 CE.

Peaks in the VA \( m/z \) 167→108 and \( m/z \) 167→152 transitions range from below the detection limit to 0.016 ppb and 0.019 ppb, respectively, using the 20-year bin averages of the log transforms. These values are only 68\% and 230\% increases above the detection limits of the VA \( m/z \) 167→108 and \( m/z \) 167→152 transitions, respectively. The \( p \)-HBA peaks range from below the detection limit to 0.023 ppb, using the 20-year bin averages of the log transform. This maximum value is only a 93\% increase above the detection limit.

5.3.2 Interpretation of the record

The levels of organic aerosols in the Lomonosovfonna ice core result from the combined effects of emissions, atmospheric transport, and depositional processes. The atmospheric reactivity of VA and \( p \)-HBA is described in Chapter 3. The levels of these compounds may also be influenced by changes in snow accumulation rate, which would dilute the signal, and possible post-depositional processes, such as chemical reactions in the snowpack (Grannas et al., 2004). In this section, the possible effects of these various processes on the Lomonosovfonna record are discussed.

Individual Lomonosovfonna VA and \( p \)-HBA measurements deviate strongly (10x) from baseline levels. The amount of time represented by an individual measurement ranges from seasonal to 3.5 years. These individual measurements are not interpreted because the Lomonosovfonna ice core experienced melt due to elevated summer temperatures (Figure 5.6). The average melt index in the Lomonosovfonna ice core is 31\% (Wendl et al., 2015). This index means that an average of 31\% of an annual layer is affected by melt (Wendl,
Maximum percolation of meltwater was likely 8 annual layers (Wendl et al., 2015). Only 20-year bin averages are used for interpretation of the records in this study for this reason.

VA and p-HBA levels could be affected by changes in the snow chemistry in the ice core. If VA and p-HBA are affected by snow chemistry, then they are expected to be negatively correlated to more acidic conditions and positively correlated to more basic conditions. A positive correlation with seasalt (i.e. Br\(^-\) and I\(^-\)) or a negative correlation with volcanic sulfate would indicate affects due to changes in snow chemistry. Lomonosovfonna VA, p-HBA and bromide exhibit a long-term decline, but iodide increases over the 750-year period (Figure 5.7). The elevated period in Lomonosovfonna VA and p-HBA from 1200-1450 is not apparent in the sodium or bromide records. Methanesulfonate and sulfate are steady prior to the 20\(^{th}\) century. The lack of correlation between VA, p-HBA and these other ions indicates that snow chemistry is likely not an important driver of VA trends in the Lomonosovfonna ice core.

Differences between VA and p-HBA measurements reflect possible changes in biomass fuels burned and combustion conditions. VA and p-HBA both show a long-term decrease from 1222-2009 CE in the Lomonosovfonna ice core (Figure 5.8). Linear fits between the 20-year bin averaged log transforms of the two VA mass transitions and the p-HBA measurements give r-squared values 0.3 (Figure 5.9). These relationships are significant (p < .001), and indicate that 30% of the variability in the p-HBA measurements can be explained by the VA measurements.

Positive correlation between VA and p-HBA and inorganic ions with biomass burning sources would support the interpretation of VA and p-HBA as biomass burning signals. Ammonium and nitrate have been used as biomass burning tracers, but they have other sources (Eichler et al., 2011; Fuhrer et al., 1996; Savarino and Legrand, 1998; Taylor et al., 1996; Whitlow et al., 1994). Lomonosovfonna ammonium and nitrate are not elevated at the same time
Figure 5.6: Lomonosovfonna melt layers (Wendl et al., 2015). From top: 1) Lomonosovfonna VA (167→108, 2) Lomonosovfonna p-HBA, 3) annual average melt percentage. Black lines are 20-year bin averages of the log transforms.
Figure 5.7: Lomonosovfonna ice core measurements (this study). Data are 20-year bin-averages (gray fill is ±1 standard error of log transform). From top: 1) vanillic acid, 2) methanesulfonate, 3) bromide, 4) sulfate, and 5) iodide.
Figure 5.8: Lomonosovfonna VA and $p$-HBA. Data are 20-year bin averaged log transforms of Lomonosovfonna VA (top; 167→108, blue; 167→152, green) and $p$-HBA (bottom).
Figure 5.9: Relationship between Lomonosovfonna VA and $p$-HBA. Data are linear fits of the 20-year bin averaged log transforms of VA (167→108, top; 167→152, bottom) and $p$-HBA.
periods as VA and \( p \)-HBA prior to the 20\(^{th} \) century (Figure 5.10). Elevated ammonium and nitrate in the 20\(^{th} \) century was likely derived from pollution (Wendl et al., 2015). Principal component analysis indicates that Lomonosovfonna ammonium was likely derived from biogenic sources. Lomonosovfonna nitrate sources have not yet been determined, but the timing of nitrate variability correlates well with Lomonosovfonna methanesulfonate variability (Wendl et al., 2015). Principal component analysis and differences between these records and Lomonosovfonna VA and \( p \)-HBA indicate that it is unlikely that nitrate and ammonium are derived from biomass burning sources in the Lomonosovfonna ice core.

### 5.3.3 Transport

The HYSPLIT Model was used to determine biomass burning source locations to the Lomonosovfonna ice core site (Stein et al., 2015; Draxler et al., 1999; Draxler and Hess, 1998, 1997). 10-day back-trajectories were started from the site (78°49’24.4″N, 17°25’59.2″E) at 100 m and 500 m above ground level. Trajectories were started each day at 12:00 AM and 12:00 PM local time (UTC + 1 hour) for the following three seasons: spring (trajectories beginning March 1, 2008-May 31, 2008), summer (trajectories beginning June 1, 2008-August 31, 2008), and fall (trajectories beginning September 1, 2008-November 30, 2008). The meteorological data used are described in Chapter 3 (Kalnay et al., 1996).

Most of the trajectories remain within the Arctic (Figure 5.11). The trajectories reach Northern Siberia in the spring and fall starting at both 100 m and 500 m above ground level and in the summer starting at 500 m above sea level. The back trajectories extend into Fennoscandia in the fall starting from both 100 m and 500 m above ground level. They also reach Northern Canada in all three seasons starting from both 100 m and 500 m above ground level. The biomass burning source regions to the ice core site could be Northern Canada, Siberia, or Fennoscandia.
Figure 5.10: Relationship between Lomonosovfonna VA and $p$-HBA and inorganic biomass burning tracers. Black lines are linear fits of the 20-year bin averaged log transforms of the log transforms. From top: 1) VA ($167\rightarrow108$) top, 2) $p$-HBA, 3) ammonium (Wendel et al., 2015), and nitrate (Wendel et al., 2015).
Figure 5.11: 10-day air mass back-trajectories from the Lomonosovfonna ice core site (red stars) starting at 12:00 PM from 500 m above ground level. From top: 1) spring (trajectories beginning March 1, 2008-May 31, 2008), 2) summer (trajectories beginning June 1, 2008-August 31, 2008), and 3) fall (trajectories beginning September 1, 2008-November 30, 2008).
Chapter 6

Comparison of vanillic acid in three Arctic ice cores

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the vanillic acid records of the three Arctic ice cores analyzed in this study are compared and contrasted in terms of the magnitude and timing of major features. The similarities and differences between the three records may reflect a number of possible factors, including differences in burning histories at various source regions, atmospheric transport patterns influencing the sites, and different physical conditions at the ice core site. The data are also compared to sedimentary charcoal records and other ice core records in order to assess the extent to which local, regional, or pan-Arctic signals are evident in the data.

6.2 Comparison between records in this study

The characteristics of the Akademii Nauk, Tunu, and Lomonosovfonna vanillic acid (VA) records are quite different. Most notably, the levels of VA in the Akademii Nauk ice core are 10-fold greater than those in the other cores (Figure 6.1). This most likely reflects the proximity of the site to the Siberian tundra and boreal forests (Figure 6.2). The site is also
at the lowest elevation of the three, and at 800 m may be influenced by transport within the boundary layer (Table 6.1). This site also has the largest snow accumulation rate. All of these characteristics favor efficient transport and wet deposition of biomass burning aerosols from Siberian air masses with relatively short transport times.

A second major difference is that the highest levels of VA in Akademii Nauk occur in three major peaks lasting hundreds of years. The possible climatic causes of this millennial-scale variability are discussed in Chapter 7. By contrast, Tunu and Lomonosovfonna show much less centennial or millennial variability (Figure 6.1).

Although the variability in Tunu and Lomonosovfonna VA is small relative to Akademii
Figure 6.2: Map of the locations of the ice core sites in this study.
Table 6.1: Geographical locations, elevations, and average accumulation rates of the study sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Elevation (m a.s.l.)</th>
<th>Average Accumulation Rate (m.w.e. a⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akademii Nauk</td>
<td>80°31’N, 94°49’E</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunu</td>
<td>78.04°N, 33.88°W</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lomonosovfonna</td>
<td>78°49’24.4&quot;N, 17°25’59.2&quot;E</td>
<td>1202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nauk VA, these records share some features with Akademii Nauk VA. One similarity is the peak in Tunu VA from 300-500 CE that overlaps the major Akademii Nauk VA peak from 380-660 CE. Similarly, the timing of the Tunu VA peak from 1050-1300 CE overlaps the timing of the minor Akademii Nauk peak from 1150-1300 CE. Lomonosovfonna VA reaches its highest levels from 1220-1300 CE, which may be part of the same peak present in the other cores, but the record is not long enough to determine when the peak begins. The Lomonosovfonna and Tunu VA records exhibit long-term declines from 1500-1800 CE. One could argue that this trend might also be present in the “baseline” of Akademii Nauk, but that it is obscured by the major peak starting at 1460 CE.

Because the very strong VA signals in the three major Akademii Nauk peaks are not shared by the other cores, it seems likely that these signal are derived from Siberian fires. These events clearly did not result in major deposition of burning-derived aerosols across the whole Arctic. By contrast, some of the smaller features and trends shared by the three cores could be derived from sources distal to Akademii Nauk such as Alaska or Canada, and may have undergone widespread transport in the mid-troposphere (Figure 6.2).

Recent forest fires provide some insight into transport of biomass burning aerosols into the Arctic. Stohl et al. (2006) showed that fires in Alaska and Canada in 2004 resulted in
increased biomass burning aerosols in Barrow (Alaska). In the largest fires, lower levels of these aerosols also appeared at Alert (Canada), Summit (Greenland), and Zeppelin/Ny Alesund on Spitsbergen (Svalbard). It is not unreasonable to hypothesize that the smaller VA peaks shared by all of the Arctic cores in this study could be due to very large fires in North America. This idea could be tested by examining ice cores in Alaska and the Canadian Arctic, where these should appear as very large features.

6.3 Comparison to other ice core biomass burning records

There are relatively few other ice core records of biomass burning suitable for comparison to Akademii Nauk, Tunu, and Lomonosovfonna VA. A 750-year ice core from the Belukha Glacier in the Siberian Altai mountains (49°48′26″N, 86°34′43″E, 4,062 m above sea level) shows a pulse of elevated burning from 1600-1680 CE evidenced by potassium, nitrate, and charcoal particles in the ice core (Figure 6.3; Figure 6.4) (Eichler et al., 2011). This is similar to the timing of the most recent of the major burning peaks in VA in the Akademii Nauk ice core, indicating that either burning was widespread across Siberia at this time, or that atmospheric transport distributed the signal widely.

VA, p-HBA, dehydroabietic acid, and levoglucosan in a 300-year ice core from the Kamchatka Peninsula, Northeast Asia (56.07°N, 160.47°E, 4,500 m above sea level) indicate elevated biomass burning from 1700-1800 CE and 1880-2000 CE (Kawamura et al., 2012). The 1700-1800 CE increase in burning is slightly later than the VA peak in the Akademii Nauk ice core. The 1880-2000 CE peak overlaps a small peak in the Akademii Nauk VA record. The similar timing of the VA peaks in both records indicates that both records have the same origin of burning or that the signal was widely distributed by transport processes.

2,000-year levoglucosan and black carbon records from the North Greenland Eemian (NEEM) ice core from Northwest Greenland (77.49° N, 51.2° W, 2,480 m above sea level) show little
Figure 6.3: Map of the ice core sites in this study and ice core sites compared to this study (Eichler et al., 2011; McConnell et al., 2007; Kawamura et al., 2012; Zennaro et al., 2014; Sapart et al., 2012).
variability except for slightly elevated levels above the baseline from 1000-1300 CE and 1500-1700 CE (Zennaro et al., 2014). The timing of the 1500-1700 CE feature is similar to the peak in the Akademii Nauk record. The timing of the 1000-1300 CE feature is similar to the peaks in the Tunu, Lomonosovfonna, and Akademii Nauk records. However, these features are not prominent and are based on very few measurements above the detection limit. They are therefore difficult to interpret as biomass burning signals. The periods of elevated burning are only evident using the z-scores of the levoglucosan record.

VA and black carbon were measured in a 200-year ice core from the D4 site (71.4°N, 44.0°W, 2,713 m above sea level) in west-central Greenland (McConnell et al., 2007). Black carbon in the D4 ice core is elevated from 1900-1950 CE, but surprisely, VA is near baseline levels. The timing of features in Akademii Nauk VA is also not consistent with the timing of features in Akademii Nauk black carbon (Chapter 3).

Methane isotope measurements in ice cores are a proxy for global biomass burning. $\delta^{13}$CH$_4$ measurements from Greenland ice cores show periods of increased biomass burning from 1-300 CE, 800-1200 CE, and 1300-1600 CE (Ferretti et al., 2005; Sapart et al., 2012). $\delta^{13}$CH$_4$ measurements from the Antarctic Law Dome ice core indicate that burning was elevated

---

**Figure 6.4:** Timeline of elevated burning periods in Northern Hemisphere ice core studies (Ferretti et al., 2005; Eichler et al., 2011; Kawamura et al., 2012; Zennaro et al., 2014; Sapart et al., 2012). Lines indicate periods of elevated burning. Gray bars mark the time range analyzed in each core.
globally from 800-1200 CE (Ferretti et al., 2005). The timing of these peaks is similar to the timing of peaks in Akademii Nauk, Tunu, and Lomonosovfonna VA.

6.4 Comparison to sedimentary charcoal records

Ice core VA records are compared to sedimentary charcoal records in order to assess the possible source locations of the burning recorded in the ice cores in this study. Regional high latitude composite charcoal records were constructed using the Global Charcoal Database, the Paleofire R package (Power et al., 2008), and the methodology of Marlon et al. (2008). This involves normalizing, smoothing, and combining charcoal influx data from multiple sites.

There is similarity between the Akademii Nauk ice core record and sedimentary charcoal in the Lake Baikal region of Central Siberia (Figure 6.5; 50°-90°N, 100°-120°E). Both records show three major periods of burning, although there are some slight differences in their timing. In the charcoal records, the first major burning period is about 50 years longer in duration (1200-550 BCE) and the second burning period starts roughly 100 years later (400-750 CE). The shapes of this second event in the two records are also slightly different, with the VA peaking early and gradually declining, while the charcoal remains high after 500 CE. The third and youngest major burning period occurs later in the ice core (1450-1700 CE) than in the Siberian charcoal record (1300-1650 CE). Overall, the similarity of the records is surprisingly good, given the limited number of sedimentary charcoal records in the region, the high spatial variability, and dating uncertainties characteristic of such records.

Charcoal records from northern Quebec (50-90°N, 20-80°W) and Fennoscandia (50-90°N, 0-50°E) both show peaks in burning with similar timing as the Tunu and Lomonosovfonna records (Figure 6.6). The Tunu ice core record and the charcoal records are all elevated from 200-500 CE. The charcoal records and the Tunu record have peaks centered at 1100
Figure 6.5: Measurements of burning-derived vanillic acid and $p$-hydroxybenzoic acid from Akademii Nauk ice core over the past 3,000 years compared to Siberian charcoal. From top: 40-year averaged Akademii Nauk ice core VA measurements from this study (blue fill is $\pm 1$ standard error of log transform), 40-year averaged Akademii Nauk ice core $p$-HBA measurements from this study (green fill is $\pm 1$ standard error of log transform), and 20-year averaged z-scores of central Siberian charcoal influx (blue $> 0$, red $< 0$; 5°0-90°N) (Power et al., 2008). Gray bars are periods of elevated vanillic acid.
CE. The charcoal records are both elevated from 1500-1650 CE, but this peak is only exhibited in the Lomonosovfonna p-hydroxybenzoic acid record. These comparisons suggest that either northern Quebec and/or Fennoscandia could be source regions for the Tunu and Lomonosovfonna burning signals.

6.5 Conclusion

Analysis of multiple Arctic ice cores was intended to determine the coherence of timing of biomass burning trends across the Arctic. Surprising, the striking features in the Akademii Nauk VA record are not discernible in the Tunu or Lomonosovfonna VA records. The similarity between the Tunu and Lomonosovfonna records and the smaller features in the Akademii Nauk record suggests that these features could be derived from more distant burning patterns. Clearly, burning signals are not pan-Arctic, and transport plays a major role in determining the ice core signals. Further research is clearly warranted to determine the validity of this hypothesis.
Figure 6.6: Greenland and Svalbard ice core measurements of organic biomass burning-derived aerosols compared to charcoal records. From top: 1) 20-year averaged log transforms of Tunu vanillic acid measurements; 2) 20-year averaged log transforms of Lomonosovfonna vanillic acid (red) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (green) measurements; 3) northern Quebec charcoal influx (50-90°N, 20-80°W); and 4) Fennoscandia charcoal influx (50-90°N, 0-50°E). Charcoal data are 20-year bin-averaged z-scores. Gray bars are periods of elevated vanillic acid or p-hydroxybenzoic acid.
Chapter 7

Evidence of climate-driven burning in Siberia

7.1 Overview

In this chapter, Akademii Nauk vanillic acid (VA) and p-hydroxybenzoic acid (p-HBA) are compared to proxy records of climate variability to determine possible drivers of the biomass burning trends observed in the ice core records. The variability of VA and p-HBA in the Akademii Nauk ice core reveals three multi-century periods of extensive fire emissions (1180-660 BCE, 380-620 CE, and 1460-1540 CE). These are periods when VA and p-HBA are simultaneously elevated. The timing of these maxima indicates a link between wildfires in Siberia and episodic pulsing of ice-rafted debris in the North Atlantic known as Bond cycles.

7.2 Late Holocene Climate: relationship to Akademii Nauk biomass burning signals

If Akademii Nauk VA and p-HBA variability is related to changes in climate, then periods of elevated VA and p-HBA would likely be similar to the timing of the major climate modes over the last 3,000 years. Several millennial and centennial-scale climate features have been identified in the Northern Hemisphere using proxy records covering the last 3,000 years.
Regional proxy records show a coherent long-term cooling trend from 2,000 years ago until 19th century. Temperatures began to rise in the 19th century to the present. The two most discernable centennial-scale features in temperature proxy records are the Medieval Climate Anomaly and the Little Ice Age. The Medieval Climate Anomaly is a warm period lasting from about 830 to 1100 CE. The Little Ice Age is a cooling period lasting from about 1580 to 1880 CE (Ahmed et al., 2013). The Little Ice Age is the most recent of Holocene cooling events known as “Bond events.”

Bond events are episodes of increased ice rafted debris in North Atlantic sediment cores throughout the Holocene at intervals of 1,470±500 years with durations from 200-500 years. The three most recent Bond events were centered at: 2,800, 1,400, and 500 years BP (850 BCE, 550 CE, and 1450 CE, Figure 7.1) (Bond et al., 1997). Storm activity in the North Atlantic also increased with this same 1,500-year cycle. Holocene storm periods have been identified from: 3,300-2,400, 1,900-1050, and 600-250 years BP (1350-450 BCE, 50-900 CE, and 1350-1700 CE) (Sorrel et al., 2012). Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in both the North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans were anomalously low during Bond Events. Lower SSTs are linked to the migration of the jet stream, and reduced meridional moisture transport that resulted in east central North America droughts (Springer et al., 2008).

The three major periods of increased Siberian burning found in the Akademii ice core are similar in timing to the three most recent Bond Events. Simultaneous changes in climate are also observed in the Chinese speleothem record from Dongge Cave, centered at: 2,700, 1,600, and 500 years BP (750 BCE, 350 CE, and 1450 CE) (Wang et al., 2005). The speleothem record shows three 100-500 year periods of increased δ18O, indicating decreased East Asian summer monsoon intensity (Wang et al., 2005; Dykoski et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2004). In the Lake Baikal region of southern Siberia, shifts from Taiga to steppe vegetation occurred with similar timing, indicating widespread climate and associated ecosystem changes across Asia (Figure 7.1) (Tarasov et al., 2007). The similarity in timing between the Siberian biomass
burning pulses, the Bond events, and the monsoonal changes strongly suggests a link between fires and large-scale climate variability on millennial time scales. These North Atlantic and East Asian climate events were originally attributed to reduced solar radiation, as evidenced by increased cosmogenic $^{14}$C (Bond et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005; Stuiver and Braziunas, 1998). However, recent studies have demonstrated that there is not a simple quantitative relationship between solar variability and the amplitude of these climate signals (Wanner et al., 2011).

The most recent period of elevated aromatic acids in the Akademii Nauk record from 200-50 years BP (1750-1900 CE) is clearly different from the other three. It does not appear to be related to the Bond events or other known large scale climate events. It is also distinct in having a much higher ratio of $p$-HBA to VA, suggesting that the burning conditions, fuel types, source regions, or transport mechanisms could be different from the earlier burning periods.

7.3 Late Holocene Arctic Oscillation variability: relationship to Akademii Nauk biomass burning signals

Over recent decades, Siberian wildfire burned area correlates with changes in the Arctic Oscillation, with increased biomass burning during the positive phase of the Arctic Oscillation when Siberian summers are warmest (Balzter et al., 2007). It seems logical that changes in the phase and strength of the Arctic Oscillation might also play a role in modulating Siberian fires on long time scales. Arctic sediment cores record variations in transport of ice rafted debris from the Kara Sea to the Beaufort-Chukchi Seas region. This debris transport is caused by changes in wind-driven Arctic Ocean circulation associated with variations in the phase of the Arctic Oscillation (Darby et al., 2012). An 8 kyr Holocene proxy record of
Figure 7.1: (Caption on next page.)
Figure 7.1: (Previous page.) Measurements of burning-derived VA and p-HBA from Akademii Nauk ice core over the past 3,000 years compared to other burning- and climate-related proxy records. The similarity in these records shows that Siberian fires changed in concert with large-scale changes in climate.
From top: a 40-year bin-averaged (gray fill is ±1 standard error of log transform) Akademii Nauk ice core VA measurements from this study, b 40-year bin-averaged (gray fill is ±1 standard error of log transform) AN ice core p-HBA measurements from this study, c 20-year averaged z-scores of central Siberian charcoal influx (blue > 0, red < 0; 5°-90°N), d North Atlantic ice-rafted debris indicating Bond Events (blue > mean; red < mean) (Bond et al., 2001), e smoothed Dongge Cave climate record from Asia showing changes in the monsoon using a moving average (blue > 0, red < 0; window size = 15) (Wang et al., 2005), f Pollen record from Baikal showing changes in vegetation (blue > mean; red < mean) (Tarasov et al., 2007). The gray bands are periods when VA and p-HBA are both elevated.

Arctic Oscillation shows a 1,500-year cycle (Darby et al., 2012), but it is not synchronous with increased biomass burning in the AN ice core (Figure 7.2). This sedimentary proxy evidence does not support the Arctic Oscillation as the primary mode of climate variability controlling Siberian burning on millennial time scales. The differences between these records show that Siberian fires were not driven by changes in atmospheric circulation alone.

7.4 Conclusion

This study presents the first clear evidence of major climate-modulated episodes of Siberian wildfire activity on millennial time scales. The timing of the the three striking features in the Akademii Nauk record surprisingly appears to be related to the timing of Bond Events. Biomass burning can be driven by warmer temperatures. Biomass burning in central Siberia has been related to Arctic Oscillation variability in the 20th century (Balzter et al., 2005). The biomass burning signals in the Akademii Nauk record were therefore expected to be related to warm periods in the Northern Hemisphere climate record, such as the Medieval Climate Anomaly, or millennial-scale Arctic Oscillation changes rather than abrupt Holocene cooling events. Further research is needed to determine the physical mechanism linking biomass burning to these periods of increased ice-rafted debris in the North Atlantic.
Figure 7.2: Measurements of burning-derived VA and p-HBA from the Akademii Nauk ice core over the past 3,000 years compared to Arctic Oscillation record. From top: a 40-year bin-averaged (gray fill is ±1 standard error of log transform) Akademii Nauk ice core VA measurements from this study, b 40-year bin-averaged (gray fill is ±1 standard error of log transform) Akademii Nauk ice core VA measurements from this study, b Alaskan sediment core Kara Sea Fe grain record showing Arctic Oscillation changes (Darby et al., 2012). The gray bands are the periods when VA and p-HBA are both elevated.
Chapter 8
Conclusions

This thesis investigated aromatic acids as a class of biomass burning tracers in polar ice cores. These chemicals are significantly different from prior ice core tracers in that they are exclusively derived from burning and retain some information about the precursor biological material burned. This study advanced the field by developing a new method for analyzing these tracers, allowing for the first time the automated analysis of small volume ice core samples with high sensitivity and high selectivity (Chapter 2). This study showed that two common burning-derived aromatic acids (vanillic acid and $p$-hydroxybenzoic acid) are detectable in Arctic ice cores from different sites (Chapters 3, 4, and 5). Previous studies of biomass burning proxies in ice cores have struggled to identify events or trends superimposed on large non-burning related signals. This study showed that the organic tracers can exhibit large variability in polar ice cores that is likely dominated by historical variations in biomass burning (chapter 6).

An exciting result of this study is the observation of three major periods of burning in the first millennial time scale record of vanillic acid and $p$-hydroxybenzoic acid in a Siberian ice core. The timing of these features is unexpectedly synchronous to large-scale climate phenomena known as Bond Events (Chapter 7). This discovery is an example of how combining organic tracers with the precise and accurate dating of ice cores may allow for investigation of the connections between variations in burning to patterns of climate change. It is likely
that many discoveries about the relationship between climate and wildfire will be made as additional ice cores are analyzed.

An important next step in this field of research is to analyze these tracers in North American ice cores. It would interesting to examine the phase relationship in burning between the Western and the Eastern Hemispheres to improve the understanding of the modes of climate variability that influence biomass burning on millennial timescales. Understanding the variability of biomass burning in North America will also help to explain the burning signals in the Greenland and Svalbard ice cores in this study.

Comparing North American to Eurasian ice cores would also help to investigate the role of humans on biomass burning variability in the past. Studies of sedimentary charcoal records have concluded that humans were not the primary driver of burning in North America after 1500 CE (Power et al., 2013). Ice core analyses of biomass burning tracers could validate this conclusion. Similar timing between biomass burning variability exhibited in North American ice cores and North American population or land use change would indicate a relationship between humans and biomass burning.

The successful analysis of vanillic acid and \(p\)-hydroxybenzoic acid in polar ice cores suggests that there is potential for analyzing a suite of the many compounds derived from different species of plants in the future. Analysis of a suite of phenols is needed to determine the ratios of vanillyl, syringyl, cinnamyl, and \(p\)-hydroxyl structures in a record in order to resolve which plant type burned. Comparison between these compounds and the pollen types in ice cores will also provide information about the types of plants that were present during high/low burning periods. The type of plant material burned could not be determined in this study because only two compounds were analyzed.

In this study, the assertion that aromatic acids in ice cores are “proxies” for biomass burning is based on the following: 1) these molecules are major products of biomass burning in
laboratory experiments, 2) burning is the only known source of these molecules in ambient aerosols, and 3) long distance aerosol transport of these compounds has been observed. These chemicals are not yet proxies in a quantitative sense. In other words, there is no quantitative, calibrated relationship between the levels of vanillic acid in an ice core and regional burning emissions or extent. Any such relationship would be empirical at best, and subject to many uncertainties. Detailed time series studies comparing ice core records to historical records have not yet been carried out. These are needed in order to validate the notion that the ice core variations of these compounds quantitatively reflect biomass burning emissions from various regions. Such studies could be done for the satellite era by carefully comparing ice core records to satellite-based regional estimates of burning.

This thesis advanced the study of how biomass burning changed in the past, and provides a new approach to study the long term history of fire. Records of the patterns of burning helps to understand the relationship between climate and fire. Understanding this relationship is important for developing models that simulate the role of fire in the earth system.
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